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Media and New Religions in Japan
Routledge The Open Access version of this book, available at www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9781135117849, has been made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No
Derivative 4.0 license. Japanese "new religions" (shinshūkyō) have used various media forms for training, communicating with members, presenting their messages, reinforcing or protecting the image of
the leader, and, potentially, attracting converts. In this book the complex and dual relationship between media and new religions is investigated by looking at the tensions groups face between the need
for visibility and the risks of facing attacks and criticism through media. Indeed media and new technologies have been extensively used by religious groups not only to spread their messages and to try to
reach a wider audience, but also to promote themselves as a highly modern and up-to-date form of religion appropriate for a modern technological age. In 1980s and early 1990s some movements, such
as Agonshū , Kōfuku no Kagaku, and Aum Shinrikyō came into prominence especially via the use of media (initially publications, but also ritual broadcasts, advertising campaigns, and public media
events). This created new modes of ritual engagement and new ways of interactions between leaders and members. The aim of this book is to develop and illustrate particular key issues in the wider new
religions and media nexus by using speciﬁc movements as examples. In particular, the analysis of the interaction between media and new religions will focus primarily on three case studies predominantly
during the ﬁrst period of development of the groups.

The Anime Machine
A Media Theory of Animation
U of Minnesota Press Despite the longevity of animation and its signiﬁcance within the history of cinema, ﬁlm theorists have focused on live-action motion pictures and largely ignored hand-drawn and
computer-generated movies. Thomas Lamarre contends that the history, techniques, and complex visual language of animation, particularly Japanese animation, demands serious and sustained
engagement, and in The Anime Machine he lays the foundation for a new critical theory for reading Japanese animation, showing how anime fundamentally diﬀers from other visual media. The Anime
Machine deﬁnes the visual characteristics of anime and the meanings generated by those speciﬁcally “animetic” eﬀects—the multiplanar image, the distributive ﬁeld of vision, exploded projection,
modulation, and other techniques of character animation—through close analysis of major ﬁlms and television series, studios, animators, and directors, as well as Japanese theories of animation. Lamarre
ﬁrst addresses the technology of anime: the cells on which the images are drawn, the animation stand at which the animator works, the layers of drawings in a frame, the techniques of drawing and
blurring lines, how characters are made to move. He then examines foundational works of anime, including the ﬁlms and television series of Miyazaki Hayao and Anno Hideaki, the multimedia art of
Murakami Takashi, and CLAMP’s manga and anime adaptations, to illuminate the profound connections between animators, characters, spectators, and technology. Working at the intersection of the
philosophy of technology and the history of thought, Lamarre explores how anime and its related media entail material orientations and demonstrates concretely how the “animetic machine” encourages a
speciﬁc approach to thinking about technology and opens new ways for understanding our place in the technologized world around us.
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The Intuition of Haruhi Suzumiya (light Novel)
Yen Press Sometimes, even Haruhi doesn't know what she wants! As the SOS Brigade rings in the New Year with a shrine visit, there's a surprising lack of supernatural or reality-bending phenomena.
Despite this, Kyon is as wary as ever. After all, Haruhi has a tendency to turn even the most mundane events into impossible uproars! That danger could not be more apparent than when their club
activities lead them into the world of school wonders and whodunit mysteries. Even peaceful moments are remarkably eccentric when Haruhi is around...

Anime's Media Mix
Franchising Toys and Characters in Japan
U of Minnesota Press Untangles the web of commodity, capitalism, and art that is anime

Japanese Media Cultures in Japan and Abroad: Transnational Consumption of Manga,
Anime, and Media-Mixes
MDPI In the last few decades, Japanese popular culture productions have been consolidated as one of the most inﬂuential and proﬁtable global industries. As a creative industry, Japanese Media-Mixes
generate multimillion-dollar revenues, being a product of international synergies and the natural appeal of the characters and stories. The transnationalization of investment capital, diversiﬁcation of
themes and (sub)genres, underlying threat in the proliferation of illegal audiences, development of internet streaming technologies, and other new transformations in media-mix-based production models
make the study of these products even more relevant today. In this way, manga (Japanese comics), anime (Japanese animation), and video games are not necessarily products designed for the national
market. More than ever, it is necessary to reconcile national and transnational positions for the study of this cultural production. The present volume includes contributions aligned to the analysis of
Japanese popular culture ﬂow from many perspectives (cultural studies, ﬁlm, comic studies, sociology, etc.), although we have emphasized the relationships between manga, anime, and international
audiences. The selected works include the following topics: • Studies on audiences—national and transnational case studies; • Fandom production and Otaku culture; • Cross-media and transmedia
perspectives; • Theoretical perspectives on manga, anime, and media-mixes.

Japanese Schoolgirl Conﬁdential
How Teenage Girls Made a Nation Cool
Tuttle Publishing "The schoolgirl is the main driver of Japan's Gross National Cool, and Brian Ashcraft's book is the best source for those hoping to understand why." —Chris Baker, WIRED Magazine
Japanese Schoolgirl Conﬁdential takes you beyond the realm of everyday girls to the world of the iconic Japanese schoolgirl craze that is sweeping the globe. For years, Japanese schoolgirls have appeared
in hugely-popular anime and manga series such as Dragon Ball, Sailor Moon, The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, and Blood: The Last Vampire. These girls are literally showing up everywhere—in movies,
magazines, video games, advertising, and music. WIRED Magazine has kept an eye on the trends emerging from these stylish teens, following kick-ass schoolgirl characters in videogames like Street
Fighter and assassin schoolgirls in movies like Quentin Tarantino's Kill Bill. By talking to Japanese women, including former and current J-Pop idols, well-known actresses, models, writers, and artists—along
with famous Japanese ﬁlm directors, historians and marketers—authors Brian Ashcraft and Shoko Ueda (who have both contributed to WIRED's "Japanese Schoolgirl Watch" columns) reveal the true story
behind Japan's schoolgirl obsessions. You'll learn the origins of the schoolgirls' unusual attire, and how they are becoming a global brand used to sell everything from kimchi to insurance. In Japanese
Schoolgirl Conﬁdential, you'll discover: Sailor-suited pop-idols Cult movie vixens Schoolgirl shopping power The latest uniform fashions Japanese schoolgirls are a symbol of girl empowerment. Japanese
Schoolgirl Conﬁdential shows why they are so intensely cool. Don't miss this essential book on the Japanese youth culture craze that is driving today's pop culture worldwide. "Whether your preferred
schoolgirl is more the upstanding heroine Sailor Moon or the vengeful, weapon-wielding Gogo Yubari of Quentin Tarantino's Kill Bill, Vol. 1, you'll come away well versed." —Publishers Weekly
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Let's Draw Manga
Yaoi
Digital Manga, Inc. You're a yaoi fan, but have you ever wanted to create your own original yaoi manga? Want to learn how to draw cute ukes and sensual semes? Or maybe you might need help
drawing kiss scenes! "I have all these ideas, but I'll never be able to draw them out!" Right? Wrong! Are you ready to bring your characters to life on paper? Then channel your yaoi fantasies, grab onto
your pen and check out LET'S DRAW MANGA – YAOI! This guide to the world of yaoi manga will teach you everything you need to know about how to create characters that look and feel authentically
"yaoi." You will discover how to draw stylish clothes, how to accurately portray diﬀerent yaoi character types, and what steps every professional manga artist follows to create manga. This book covers all
the bases, giving you helpful resources like a yaoi terms list and comprehensive guides to screentoning, panel arrangement, perspective, and more!

The Rough Guide to Manga
Dorling Kindersley Ltd Features the entire manga story, from Japanese comics' 12th-century roots to the rise of English-language manga, and includes proﬁles of inﬂuential creators as well as a canon of
ﬁfty must-read manga.

Dangerous Mediations
Pop Music in a Philippine Prison Video
Bloomsbury Publishing USA In 2007, an unlikely troupe of 1500 Filipino prisoners became Internet celebrities after their YouTube video of Michael Jackson's ground-breaking hit 'Thriller' went viral.
Taking this spectacular dance as a point of departure, Dangerous Mediations explores the disquieting development of prisoners performing punishment to a global, online audience. Combining analysis of
this YouTube video with ﬁrst-hand experiences from ﬁeldwork in the Philippine prison, Áine Mangaoang investigates a wide range of interlocking contexts surrounding this user-generated text to reveal
how places of punishment can be transformed into spaces of spectacular entertainment, leisure, and penal tourism. In the post-YouTube era, Dangerous Mediations sounds the call for close readings of
music videos produced outside of the corporate culture industries. By connecting historical discussions on postcolonialism, surveillance and prison philosophy with contemporary scholarship on popular
music, participatory culture and new media, Dangerous Mediations is the ﬁrst book to ask critical questions about the politics of pop music and audiovisual mediation in early 21st-century detention
centres.

The Bohemian Girl
How to Draw Manga
Illustrating Battles
Graphic Sha Publishing Company Explains and provides step-by-step instructions on how to draw manga battle scenes, covering ﬁghting, blows, punches, kicks, slaps, throws, grabs, and grappling.
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Moe Manifesto
An Insider's Look at the Worlds of Manga, Anime, and Gaming
Tuttle Publishing Moe is a huge cultural phenomenon and one of the driving forces behind the enormous success of Japanese anime and manga—not just in Japan but now throughout the world. In Japan,
avid fans of manga comics, anime ﬁlms and videogames use the term Moe to refer to the strong sense of emotional attachment they feel for their favorite characters. These fans have a powerful desire to
protect and nurture the youthful, beautiful and innocent characters they adore—like Sagisawa Moe in Dinosaur Planet and Tomoe Hotaru in Sailor Moon. They create their own websites, characters, stories,
discussion groups, toys and games based around the original manga and anime roles. Author Patrick Galbraith is the world's acknowledged expert on Moe and a journalist based in Tokyo. For this book, he
interviewed twenty important ﬁgures in the world of Japanese manga and anime to gain their insights on the Moe phenomenon. These interviews provide us with the ﬁrst in-depth survey of this subject.
Galbraith uncovers how Moe is inﬂuencing an entire generation of manga artists and readers. For those new to anime, manga, and youth culture in Japan, he discusses what constitutes the ideal Moe
relationship and why some fans are even determined to marry their ﬁctional sweethearts. He reveals key moments in the development of Moe, and current and future trends in the spread of Moe works
and characters from Japan to other parts of the world. The Moe Manifesto provides an insider's look at the earliest Moe characters such as Ayame by Tezuka Osamu. The book has over 100 illustrations of
the most famous Moe characters, many in color, and it is sure to delight manga and anime fans of every age.

Summer, Fireworks, and My Corpse
Haikasoru A coming of age story, right after death. L to R (Western Style). Two short novels, including the title story and Black Fairy Tale, plus a bonus short story. Summer is a simple story of a nine-yearold girl who dies while on summer vacation. While her youthful killers try to hide the her body, she tells us the story—from the POV of her dead body—of the boys' attempt to get away murder. Black Fairy
Tale is classic J-horror: a young girl loses an eye in an accident, but receives a transplant. Now she can see again, but what she sees out of her new left eye is the experiences and memories of its previous
owner. Its previous deceased owner.

Production Culture
Industrial Reﬂexivity and Critical Practice in Film and Television
Duke University Press In Production Culture, John Thornton Caldwell investigates the cultural practices and belief systems of Los Angeles-based ﬁlm and video production workers: not only those in
prestigious positions such as producer and director but also many others, including gaﬀers, editors, and camera operators. Borrowing insights from cultural anthropology, Caldwell analyzes the stories
workers tell and the rituals they enact to make sense of their labour and to critique the ﬁlm and TV industry and the culture writ large. Far from being guarded, Hollywood executives and craftspeople work
within an industry that obsessively reﬂects on itself and constantly exposes itself to the public. Caldwell suggests ways that scholarship might beneﬁt by acknowledging the extent to which the industry
ﬁrst theorizes and critiques itself as part of economic and industrial habit. Caldwell's ﬁeldwork combines interviews with industry workers; observations of sets and workplaces; and analyses of TV shows,
industry documents, economic data, and promotional materials to show how ﬁlm and video workers function in a radically transformed and unstable post-network industry. He chronicles how industry
workers have responded to volatile changes including the convergence of "old" and "new" media; labour outsourcing; increasingly unruly labour and business relations; new production technologies; and
multinational corporate conglomeration. He also explores new struggles over "authorship" within collective creative endeavours; the way that branding and syndication have become central business
strategies for networks; and the "viral" use of industrial self-reﬂexivity to motivate consumers through DVD bonus tracks, behind-the-scenes documentaries, and "making-ofs." A signiﬁcant, on-the-ground
analysis of an industry in ﬂux, Production Culture oﬀers scholars new, more precise and holistic ways of thinking about media production as a cultural activity.
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Japan Style
Architecture + Interiors + Design
Tuttle Publishing Enter the world of the stylish Japanese house, where every object in sight is a work of art. Japan Style introduces 20 special residences. With more than 200 color photographs, this book
showcases Japanese design in the stunning beauty of old homes and reveals how they are cared for by their owners. Traditional Japanese homes, with superbly crafted ﬁne wood, great workmanship and
seasonal interior arrangements, have an aesthetic of inﬁnite simplicity. Unlike Japanese inns and historical buildings, the Japanese architecture featured in this book is on private property not open to
public viewing. Japan Style oﬀers a rare glimpse into the intimate world of everyday Japanese culture and fascinating insight into the traditional architecture of Japan.

Otaku and the Struggle for Imagination in Japan
Duke University Press From computer games to ﬁgurines and maid cafes, men called “otaku” develop intense fan relationships with “cute girl” characters from manga, anime, and related media and
material in contemporary Japan. While much of the Japanese public considers the forms of character love associated with “otaku” to be weird and perverse, the Japanese government has endeavored to
incorporate “otaku” culture into its branding of “Cool Japan.” In Otaku and the Struggle for Imagination in Japan, Patrick W. Galbraith explores the conﬂicting meanings of “otaku” culture and its
signiﬁcance to Japanese popular culture, masculinity, and the nation. Tracing the history of “otaku” and “cute girl” characters from their origins in the 1970s to his recent ﬁeldwork in Akihabara, Tokyo
(“the Holy Land of Otaku”), Galbraith contends that the discourse surrounding “otaku” reveals tensions around contested notions of gender, sexuality, and ways of imagining the nation that extend far
beyond Japan. At the same time, in their relationships with characters and one another, “otaku” are imagining and creating alternative social worlds.

Movies on Our Minds
The Evolution of Cinematic Engagement
Oxford University Press "We used to go to the movies. We used to speak of ﬂicks, even ﬂicking out. We used to stand in line with friends in delicious anticipation to buy tickets for a movie that got a
rapturous review. We used to be ushered into blinding darkness within cavernous halls of downtown gilded-age theaters to look at enormous screens. And we might go without regard to when the feature
began, enter in the middle, sit through its ending, its double-bill and shorts, and only then watch the beginning of what we wanted to see. A small personal triumph occurred when, seeing a ﬂick with
friends or family, you were the ﬁrst one to get up to leave announcing that "this was the place in the movie where we came in."--

Album for the Young
Op. 68: for Piano
Schott Music Robert Schumann's Album für die Jugend ('Album for the Young') was written in 1848 as a Christmas present for his children and was originally entitled Weihnachtsalbum für Kinder, die gern
Clavier spielen ('Christmas Album, for children who like to play the piano'). The 43 pieces combine pedagogic aims with artistic quality, a rare combination in the musical repertoire. Our new edition
contains nine pieces which were missing in the ﬁrst edition: For the Very Small - Doll's Lullaby - In a Gondola - Guckoo in Hiding - Catch Me if You Can - Venetian Lagoon - Bear-Dance - Rebus - [Little Waltz]
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Heartstream
View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au

Neon Genesis Evangelion
The Unoﬃcial Guide
DH Publishing Inc Answers many of the questions this animated story has raised, from the material world of New Tokyo 3 and the mechanics of the Evas to the spiritual signiﬁcance of the battle to
destroy the angels.

Intelligent Projects Using Python
9 real-world AI projects leveraging machine learning and deep learning with
TensorFlow and Keras
Packt Publishing Ltd Implement machine learning and deep learning methodologies to build smart, cognitive AI projects using Python Key FeaturesA go-to guide to help you master AI algorithms and
concepts8 real-world projects tackling diﬀerent challenges in healthcare, e-commerce, and surveillanceUse TensorFlow, Keras, and other Python libraries to implement smart AI applicationsBook
Description This book will be a perfect companion if you want to build insightful projects from leading AI domains using Python. The book covers detailed implementation of projects from all the core
disciplines of AI. We start by covering the basics of how to create smart systems using machine learning and deep learning techniques. You will assimilate various neural network architectures such as
CNN, RNN, LSTM, to solve critical new world challenges. You will learn to train a model to detect diabetic retinopathy conditions in the human eye and create an intelligent system for performing a video-totext translation. You will use the transfer learning technique in the healthcare domain and implement style transfer using GANs. Later you will learn to build AI-based recommendation systems, a mobile
app for sentiment analysis and a powerful chatbot for carrying customer services. You will implement AI techniques in the cybersecurity domain to generate Captchas. Later you will train and build
autonomous vehicles to self-drive using reinforcement learning. You will be using libraries from the Python ecosystem such as TensorFlow, Keras and more to bring the core aspects of machine learning,
deep learning, and AI. By the end of this book, you will be skilled to build your own smart models for tackling any kind of AI problems without any hassle. What you will learnBuild an intelligent machine
translation system using seq-2-seq neural translation machinesCreate AI applications using GAN and deploy smart mobile apps using TensorFlowTranslate videos into text using CNN and RNNImplement
smart AI Chatbots, and integrate and extend them in several domainsCreate smart reinforcement, learning-based applications using Q-LearningBreak and generate CAPTCHA using Deep Learning and
Adversarial Learning Who this book is for This book is intended for data scientists, machine learning professionals, and deep learning practitioners who are ready to extend their knowledge and potential in
AI. If you want to build real-life smart systems to play a crucial role in every complex domain, then this book is what you need. Knowledge of Python programming and a familiarity with basic machine
learning and deep learning concepts are expected to help you get the most out of the book

Anime
A Guide to Japanese Animation, 1958-1988
Montréal : Protoculture
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From the New World, Volume 3
Vertical Inc Saki and friends ﬁnally learn many of the troubling secrets of their brave new world. Whether the harsh facts can be altered or not is another matter altogether.

The Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits
New York : Billboard Books Features information on all the pop singles and artists who have hit the Billboard charts since 1955.

World Building
Transmedia, Fans, Industries
Transmedia Thanks to modern technology, we are now living in an age of multiplatform ﬁctional worlds, as television, ﬁlm, the Internet, graphic novels, toys, and more facilitate the creation of diverse yet
compact imaginary universes, which are often recognizable as brands and exhibit well-deﬁned identities. This volume, situated at the cutting edge of media theory, explores this phenomenon from both
theoretical and practical perspectives, uncovering how the construction of these worlds inﬂuences our own determination of values and meaning in contemporary society.

Japan Encyclopedia
Harvard University Press "Knowing Japan and the Japanese better," Louis Frédéric states in the introduction to this encyclopedia, "is one of the necessities of modern life." The Japanese have a profound
knowledge of every aspect and detail of Western societies. Unfortunately, we in the West cannot say the same about our knowledge of Japan. We tend to see Japan through a veil of exoticism, as a land of
ancient customs and exquisite arts; or we view it as a powerful contributor to the global economy, the source of cutting-edge electronics and innovative management techniques. To go beyond these
clichés, we must begin to see how apparently contradictory aspects of modern Japanese culture spring from the country's evolution through more than two millennia of history. This richly detailed yet
concise encyclopedia is a guide to the full range of Japanese history and civilization, from the dawn of its prehistory to today, providing clear and accessible information on society and institutions,
commerce and industry, sciences, sports, and politics, with particular emphasis on religion, material culture, and the arts. The volume is enhanced by maps and illustrations, along with a detailed
chronology of more than 2,000 years of Japanese history and a comprehensive bibliography. Cross-references and an index help the reader trace themes from one article to the next. Japan Encyclopedia
will be an indispensable one-volume reference for students, scholars, travelers, journalists, and anyone who wishes to learn more about the past and present of this great world civilization.

Anime and the Art of Adaptation
Eight Famous Works from Page to Screen
McFarland Exploring a selection of anime adaptations of famous works of both Eastern and Western provenance, this book is concerned with appreciating their signiﬁcance and appeal as independent
texts. The author evaluates three aspects of anime adaptation—how anime adaptations develop their original sources in stylistic, aesthetic, and psychological terms; how speciﬁc features of the anime
medium impact alchemically on the original sources to bring into being imaginative works of an autonomous nature; and which qualities render an adaptation in anime form a distinctly unique artistic
creation.
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Dreamland Japan
Writings on Modern Manga
Stone Bridge Press, Inc. A classic work praised for its scope and intelligence, now in a gift edition for fans, with a new Foreword

The Revelation of the Written Scrolls and the Word of God
20th Century Life Publications The ﬁrst book compilation of written Scrolls released by Evangelist Neal Frisby in 1968.

Is It Wrong to Try to Pick Up Girls in a Dungeon?, Vol. 2 (light novel)
Yen Press LLC "Hello, white-hair." When someone calls out to Bell with these words, he discovers that the voice belongs to a girl who introduces herself as Lilly. Somewhat goaded into teaming up with
her despite the many doubts running through his head, Bell has a successful turn in the dungeon with his new companion. Though their alliance is short-lived, the negative rumors swirling about the guild
to which Lilly belongs, the Soma Familia, are anything but. Later Bell is confronted by the tales of a mysterious sacred wine said to steal the hearts of all who drink it, and--?!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 4 (Manga)
Yen Press LLC When the SOS Brigade receives an urgent message that the Computer Research Society's president has gone missing, Haruhi conﬁdently promises to locate him, and the SOS Brigade is
oﬀ! Of course, they have no idea where to start... Is the new SOS Brigade insignia that Haruhi designed to blame for all of this???

Hepatology and Transplant Hepatology
A Case Based Approach
Springer Science & Business Media Hepatology and Transplant Hepatology: A Case Based Approach presents a collection of interesting cases in liver disease seen at a very busy and large liver
transplant center in the United States. These cases cover the full range of pathology that an internist or gastroenterologist may expect to see in a lifetime of taking care of patients with acute or chronic
liver disease, before or after liver transplant. Each case is presented as you would see it in a clinical situation where a patient presents a complaint or something is noted on exam or blood work. The
question/answer format will help one through the problem of making a diagnosis or in considering a diﬀerential diagnosis and also point to the best way to manage each condition. The volume is divided
into pre-transplant and post-transplant hepatology. Each case is 3 pages with the ﬁrst page presenting the case and pertinent lab data and 3-4 questions (i.e. diﬀerential diagnosis, tests to order, x-rays/CT
required).The second page illustrates the tests, scans, biopsies and asks for the pertinent ﬁndings. The third page provides the diagnosis and what may have been expected with other diagnoses. Here is a
single source dealing with questions speciﬁc for patients with complications of advanced liver disease and also clinical situations seen in transplant hepatology. Hepatology and Transplant Hepatology: A
Case Based Approach will have great appeal to anyone in hepatology/transplant hepatology and also to residents/fellows and internists interested in gastroenterology.

Craft: Volume 01
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Transforming Traditional Crafts
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Presents a project-based magazine dedicated to the renaissance within the world of crafts. This premier issue features 23 projects such as making a programmable LED shirt,
turning dud shoes into great knitted boots, felt an iPod cocoon, embroider a skateboard, and others.

The Place Promised in Our Early Days
Yen Press LLC In the Soviet-occupied Japan of an alternate history, two childhood friends who have grown apart ﬁnd each other again and begin a search for a missing third friend--and possibly save the
world in the process.

Japan's Favorite Mon-star
The Unauthorized Biography of "The Big G"
ECW Press More than 40 years after he emerged from the mushroom cloud of an H-Bomb test, Godzilla reigns as the king of monsters. The book dispels the myths and illuminates the mysteries
surrounding the enigmatic "mon-star", and is loaded with background information and trivia about the people who created Japan's favorite monster. 50 illustrations.

Vale's Technique of Screen and Television Writing
Taylor & Francis Vale's Technique of Screen and Television Writing is an updated and expanded edition of a valuable guide to writing for ﬁlm and television. Mr. Vale takes the aspiring writer through
every phase of a ﬁlm's development, from the original concept to the ﬁnal shooting script. Teachers of the craft as well as writers and directors have acclaimed it as one of the best books ever written on
how to write a screenplay. This book combines practical advice for the aspiring or established writer with a lucid overview of the unique features of this most contemporary art form, distinguishing ﬁlm and
video from other media and other kinds of storytelling. It teaches the reader to think in terms of the camera and gives practical advice on the realities of ﬁlmmaking. At the same time, Vale, who began his
own career as a scriptwriter for the great French director Jean Renoir, provides a solid grounding in the history of drama from the Classical Greek theater through the great cinematic works of the twentieth
century. Both philosophical and pragmatic, this is a very readable book for students and active professionals who want to improve their writing skills, and for ﬁlm enthusiasts interested in knowing more
about what they see on the screen. Mr. Vale is that rare combination, a practitioner of great experience who can oﬀer a lucid explanation of his craft. Eugene Vale was born in Switzerland and began his
career in France in the 1930s. He was an award-winning novelist, ﬁlm and TV scriptwriter and teacher, whose works include the bestselling novel The Thirteenth Apostle and the scripts for Francis of Assisi,
The Bridge of San Luis Rey, and The Second Face. He also worked in many other areas of the motion picture industry, including directing, producing, cutting, distribution and ﬁnance. His archives are held
by Boston University and University of Southern California. Mr. Vale died in 1997, shortly after he completed the updated version of this handbook.

Welcome to the N.H.K.
VIZ Media LLC Surrounded by turmoil and tragedy, Satou and Misaki are drawn closer to each other, and the timing couldn't be better. Satou's mother pays him a visit as Misaki comes over to pose as his
"girlfriend." But will the facade hold up under her scrutiny? Later, Satou is upset by the fact that most of his problems involve women, and he and Yamazaki share their frustration. Misaki is worried that
Satou is heading down a path of destruction. Can she save him before it is too late--or is it already too late? -- VIZ Media

Romancing the Internet
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Producing and Consuming Chinese Web Romance
BRILL In Romancing the Internet: Producing and Consuming Chinese Web Romance, Jin Feng examines how shifting socio-cultural forces and gender codes in contemporary Chinese society have shaped
the production and consumption of Chinese popular romance on the Internet.

The Sea is My Brother
The Lost Novel
Penguin UK Described by Kerouac as being about "man's simple revolt from society as it is, with the inequalities, frustration, and self-inﬂicted agonies", the 158-page handwritten manuscript was
Kerouac's ﬁrst novel, but was not published during his lifetime. He wrote in his notes for the project that the characters were "the vanishing American, the big free by, the American Indian, the last of the
pioneers, the last of the hoboes". The novel follows the fortunes of Wesley Martin, a man who Kerouac said "loved the sea with a strange, lonely love; the sea is his brother and sentences. He goes down."
Jack began this work not long after his ﬁrst tour as a Merchant Marine on the S.S. Dorchester in the late summer of 1942 during which he kept a journal detailing the gritty daily routine of life at sea.
Inspired by the trip, which exempliﬁed Jack's love for adventure and the character traits of his fellow shipmates, the journals were spontaneous sketches of those experiences that were woven into a short
novel soon after disembarking from the S.S. Dorchester in October of 1942.

Star Trek: Q Squared
Simon and Schuster In all of his travels Captain Jean-Luc Picard has never faced an opponent more powerful than Q, a being from another continuum that Picard encountered on his very ﬁrst mission as
Captain of the Starship EnterpriseTM. In the years since, Q has returned again and again to harass Picard and his crew. Sometimes dangerous, sometimes merely obnoxious, Q has always been mysterious
and seemingly all-powerful. But this time, when Q appears, he comes to Picard for help. Apparently another member of the Q continuum has tapped into an awesome power source that makes this being
more powerful than the combined might of the entire Q continuum. This renegade Q is named Trelane, also known as the Squire of Gothos, who Captain Kirk and his crew ﬁrst encountered over one
hundred years ago. Q explains that, armed with this incredible power, Trelane has become unspeakably dangerous. Now Picard must get involved in an awesome struggle between super beings. And this
time the stakes are not just Picard's ship, or the galaxy, or even the universe, this time the stakes are all of creation.
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